Comparing Financial Personalities
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You and the Other Financial Personalities
Financial personalities sharing similar traits are very comfortable around each other and reinforce each
other’s good or bad behaviors. Other financial personalities possess opposing traits, which can lead to
conflict or bring out the best in each other.
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Adventurers investigate every nook and cranny, and
Ambassadors are happy to come along. But neither
is known for thinking through decisions, which can
sometimes push the relationship from supportive
to sour. With a watchful eye, they can have a fun
relationship that’s built to last.
When 2 Ambassadors are together, life can only
get better for everyone around them. They are
always working to make everyone as happy as
possible, sometimes neglecting their own needs
in the process. As kindred spirits, 2 Ambassadors
can understand this about each other and
encourage self-care.
Architects are creating order out of any chaos and
Ambassadors keep that chaos at bay by helping
facilitate plans. So by working together with clear
goals they are a great pair, but if neither knows
what the other is thinking, then their relationship
harmony can become off-key.
Ambassadors’ quest to make everyone happy has
met its match with Contrarians, who are always
bucking against the status quo. If they can find a
balance, they can create an ingenious team that is
supportive but also pushes each partner out into
their uncomfortable zones.
When Free Spirits hatch another idea, Ambassadors
are typically supportive and help bring focus. Though
this can lead to stress when making decisions
together and trying focus on one thing at a time, by
listening to each other and evenly making choices,
they’ll be great.
Predictable is how to describe these 2. Guardians
love their routines and Ambassadors find joy in
making others happy, so you’ll usually find them at
the same place they were this time last week, which
could eventually get them stuck in a rut, but by mixing
things up now and again, they make a great pairing.
Oases’ love of occasional solitude can sometimes
disrupt Ambassadors’ love of being around people
and creating strong groups. But by keeping groups
small and talking through decisions, they can solve
any problem and be happily stress-free together.
Rocks keep a level head in any situation and
Ambassadors make sure everyone has everything
they need, so together they both greatly
support each other. They can lose themselves in
relationships if they aren’t careful, but sometimes
they’re OK with that.
Sparks focus on their emotions while Ambassadors
focus on others’ emotions. So the partnership
can get one-sided without an open line of
communication and a lack of focus on what the other
wants. Although, Ambassadors can be kind of fine
with some one-sidedness.
There’s not a better traveling team — Adventurers
love to explore new places and Storytellers love
meeting new people — but it comes at a cost. That
cost is money, and neither loves to worry about
budgeting. But by taking the time to plan, they can
be an unstoppable duo of fun.

